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General Comment

Why do you the government continue to think you know what's best for the American adult population rather
 than allowing us
to make our own adult decisions? As if the government wasn't intrusive enough under this lousy, incompetent
 administration, 
now they want to restrict how we invest our money in our retirement accounts. Who are you to tell us how we
 can invest our
own money? 

We pay our taxes and yet we have little say how that money is spent. The Federal Reserve has yet to open its
 books to the
public. Why? We can't buy a traditional individual health insurance policy like we could just a few years ago.
 When we can 
buy it, it is a much higher premium because that's the plan the government has FORCED on us to purchase. We
 are continually
treated like children by our own government, especially under this administration.

Most of you "career politicians" have never worked one day in the private sector and have no idea what it entails.
 Many of you
have never filled your car with gas, bought a gallon of milk, prepared your own meals, or had to save for
 retirement, yet you want
to tell us how to live our lives...unbelievable!!

Do us all a HUGE FAVOR...LEAVE US ALONE. Let us make our own choices in life and with our retirement.
 STOP THIS BILL
THAT FORBIDS THE AMERICAN PUBLIC FROM TRADING OPTIONS IN THEIR OWN RETIREMENT
 ACCOUNT. We have 
every right to invest our money any way we so choose and the government has no right to legislate its
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 abolishment. 

STOP THIS NONSENSE, STOP THE UNCONSTITUTIONAL LEGISLATION, AND STOP TREATING US
 LIKE CHILDREN!
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